TERMS & CONDITIONS
CANCELLATION POLICY: No cancellation will be accepted if production has commenced. If production has not
commenced and the cancellation is accepted by Palm Orleans, the buyer’s deposit will be refunded.
DELIVERY: Quoted delivery dates are approximate. Palm Orleans is not responsible for any delay or failure in delivery
beyond our immediate control.
RETURNS: Neither fabric nor wallpaper returns will be accepted; also completed orders of both fabric and wallpaper are
non-refundable; Due to the hand screen-printing process, there are slight variations in color; thus each order is made for
each individual client; Due to the nature of the grasscloth material, slight variations are unavoidable and should be enjoyed.
QUALITY LIMITATIONS: Palm Orleans is not responsible for the fading or shrinkage of its fabric through cleaning,
steaming, exposure to sunlight or effects of wear. All of the fabric is hand screen printed in the USA and thus slight variations
in color may occur. Palm Orleans is not responsible for the slight color and textural variations in its grass cloth wallpaper,
which are unavoidable and should be enjoyed; It is the buyer’s responsibility to request a sample from current stock or order
a strike-off for approval.
CLAIMS: All claims against Palm Orleans, Inc. including defects, shortages and color variations must be made within ten days
after delivery of merchandise. Failure to make any claim within said period shall constitute acceptance of the merchandise
and a waiver of said defects, shortages and color variations. No claim shall be made in any event if the merchandise had
been cut, treated or installed. Palm Orleans, Inc. shall not exceed the contract price and Palm Orleans, Inc. shall in no event
be liable for labor charges and any other consequential damages.
TRADEMARKS & COPYRIGHTS: Trademarks, copyrights, logos and service marks displayed on this website are registered and unregistered trademarks of Palm Orleans, Its licensors or content providers, or other third parties. All of these
trademarks, copyrights, logos and service marks are the property of their respective owners. Nothing on this website or in
these terms shall be construed as granting any license or right to use any trademark, logo or service mark displayed on the
website without the owner’s prior written permission. This website and all of its content, including but not limited to text,
design, graphics, interfaces and code, and the selection and arrangement thereof, is protected, including as a compilation,
under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries. Without limiting the foregoing, the following are
trademarks of Palm Orleans.

